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Gilda Williams on the

embarrassing, campy

cousin ofthe uncanny

]

Gothic v Gothick l
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r8r8, when Mary Shelley went to great lengths- in her pref-

acelo Frankenstein to distance her work from the vogue for

vapid ghosts stories and'mere spectres and enchaltrnenf '

Ni, sn"e asserted; her Modun Promelheuswasworthy of the

attention of Dr Darwin himself' Likewise' in his architec-

irr.l tr.rtir. 'Ihe Gothic Revival,Igz8' Kenneth Clark

sfends most of his introduction woefi;lly apologising for

drawins our attention to a style o[ such candid distaste' Yet

i.rpit."it, hokiness' Gothic is strangely seductive' My love

for Gothic has to do with this perpetual contradiction: its

,Uifi y ,o straddle antithetical levels and moments of cll-

ture. It is credited as the first modern literary genre to

speak of such weighty issues as child abuse' domestic vio-

dr.., th. impnsoiing effects on women of patriarchy and

the demonisation of-th. Other' Yet the Gothic also har-

trour, tu.t iow-brow phenomena as the slasher film'

healy metal, a style of d6cor I associate with Laurence

U.*lfp-g"*n and'feminine fantasy fiction" No wonder

.ro on. r..., to knowwhat Gothic actually is'

Some r5 years ago - before 'the Gothic' was every-

where, from special issues of Yogur to basement exhibinon

spaces in Shoieditch - while working lor an art pubhsher'

I found myseiflate for a deadiine calling for proposals' In a

oanic t hastily came up with a half-baked idea for a Goss-

[,rmri..t .ri hir,ory fook titled Gothic Art' and tossed

together contemporary artworks by Damiel Hirst' )ake &

oino, Ch.p..n and'Douglas Gordon-with paintings by

Francis Bacon, Francisco Goya and Edvard Munch' gar-

nitfr.a *iti, a Cindy Sherman dismembered doll' |eff

WalI's Varnpwe's Picnic, r99r, and Zoe Leonard s lVax

Anqt omi cal lr,t odrl, 99o' Th is mess was greeted en thusi as-

ii.rffr. fft. publishei loved it, and my hastily contrived

Ci,n" enr..r.d miracuJously to hold water as a coher-

ent strain of art history - until someone abruptly asked'

so, what exactly is Gothic?' Nobody (including me) knew'

w., it rorn.tt ing to do with darkness' the supernahrral'

death, perhaps th"e otherworldly? D-oes it refer solely to the

tlt.rrrlfor*rrented in the mid-r8th cenhry - and' if so'

*t., ao.t it end) In r8r8 with Frankenstein' or 1847 with

lane Evre.or 1936 wih Rebeccal Is Stephen I€ng Gothic]

'a"a *n., ,t ori cotf, subculture, Gothic glamour' huror

fiimsl And what is Gothic visual art - medieval cathedral

sculptur s arrJ illuminated manuscriptsl Or is it Henri

Fus.li's Gothic posterch td, TLw Nrghtmare, ry82? Is Gothic

Romanticl Are New Romantics Gothsl fue Goths Gothic?

Is romance deadl The editorial meeting sputtered on direc-

tiort.t*y, ending with instructions for me to go away and

find out exactlY what Cothic is'

This task, it tums out, is borderiine impossible' and his-

tory is of no help' Once taken as signifying all things anti-

classical, the term was a misnomer from the start' The

'Goths' (actua\ Visigoths and Ostrogoths) became' for

fearfu1 citizens of ti,. ar* ages, a shorthand in naming the

many marauding northem tribes credited wrth the decline

,nd end of the i.oman Empire, including the Huns' the

Slavs, the Anglo-saxons and more' Had the 'Huns' caught

ttrl hrgtnrtiJn of Renaissance lexicographers' members of

rf*' tluU"rt re today might be listening to 'Hun' metai

*d brlrr.irg on tz-inch 
iHun' platforms De{initions of

the Gothic start on slippery ground, then grow in imprecision

and tum contradictory too. Gothic can signal tgth-century

ladies' trash fiction at the same time as it can' for AWN

p"n n, *ot some morally pure English past symbolised

by"medieval churchis. Purveyors o[the Cothic have,been

.I.*r.d of 
^togyny, 

their novels serving as handbools for

a woman's traiiiing in masochism (Michelie A Mass6'

roclz) and simultaieously hailed as proto-feminist' their

iit.pid heroines revealing the cruel realities of patrardry

fCilbert and Gubar, i979). And what does Walpole's hedo-

nistic Gothic fd\y, Stiaib,rny Hilt'ry64,have to do wrth the

Christian spirit of piouttt.tt and uni{ admired at Chartresl

In desplration, one Gothic literary theorist has charac-

terised G;thic as always havrng to do with fakes (Jenold E

Hogle, zooo). The Gothic is embedded in the counterfleit -
the"revival of something that never happened' Walpole's papt-

e, m.ch6 gargoyles and fan vaults are, in their fakery' the

.rr.n . of"*i"* Gothic; there is no'authentic' Gothic'

Nevertheless, plausible stabs at defining Gothic

abound. Most recently Catherine Spooner rn Conlemporary

Gothic, zoo6, defined it cross-disciplinarily as a language

and a set of discourses with whic'h we can talk about fear

;'and arxiety' According to this definition Gothic becomes a
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shadows and spectres (Andy Warhol, Gregory'eTeffisonl,
ominous fragments of text and disembpdied voices
(Douglas Gordon, Raymond Pettibon), nfonsters (pau1

McCarrhy, Ann-Sofi Siden), lamily secrercfand rhe crisis
ofpatriarchy (Charles Ray, Louise lourgedis) in order to

kind of system: a flexible set of themes, places and charac-
ters which are brought together through storytelling. This
curiously coherent yet expandable system emerged at the
dawn of Modemism in order to narrativise fears and arxieties
centring on unprecedented questions regarding identity,
moftality and the legitimacy of the past.

Following this definition, I would contend that con-
temporary art, 0n a par with ftlm and literature, has
throughout the late zoth cenhrry provided a site where the
Cothic language or system has been consistently spoken
and updated; that is, arfists regularly use Gothic tropes in
order to address the genre's subject matter - fear, arxiety
and death. Consider how many artists have worked such
Gothic standbys as haunted locations (Gregor Schneider,

fane & Louise Wilson), labynnths and prisons (Mike Nelson,

fanet Cardiff), ruins (RD@-Iagta Dean),

disintegration ofthe family, perhaps even of Bourgeois'
traumalised you ng psyche.

In the same vein we might reconsiderWarhol's Hearir
Chair, ry63, observing here the inheritance of the US's
barbarous and racially skewed dedication to the death
penalty, and the disintegration of society in both the crime
committed and the punishment applied. The viewer is per-

petually slammed up against that blank back wall in this
windowless space; it is a very rare example of a Warhol
interior and he has unusualiy chosen this claustrophobic
space to speak ofGothic's own subject, 'fear, death, anxiety'.

The same kind of analysis, adopting Baldick's definition,
can usefully be applied to Gothic re-readings of, say, the
work of Rachel Whiteread, Doris Salcedo, or Schneider.

In the history of contemporary art writing, 'Gothic' dis-

appears for some time after Clement Greenberg's malign-
ing description in ry47 of |ackson Pollock as 'Gothic,
morbid and exteme'. Robert Smithson was among the few
who dared take the Gothic seriously during the decidedly
un-Gothic r96os, particularly in his 1967 essay'The Monu-

ryrents of Passaic: Has Passaic replaced Rome as the Etemal
Cityl' This begins with the artist observing a newspaper pic-

hrre of a traditional Gothic building and ends with him
musing on New Jersey's invention of modem ruins which
'don't fall into ruin af.er lhey are built bul nse into ruin
before thq are built'. Smithson seems to take as central to
the Gothic imagination not its themes and spooky tropes
but its time-based processes. The ruin is a fascinating exam-
ple of a process-based object that confuses relations of fig-
ure and ground: it is both the object in the landscape and
the iandscape itself Much Gothic imaging concems such
inversions offigure/ground - for example the ghost, which
is both figure and ground, a contradictory positron literally
staged in the spectral photography ofthe mid rgth century.
This may go some way to explain the unusual choice of
imagery in Warhol's 'Death and Disaster' series, particular-
ly the 'Car Crashes' and so-cailed 'Race Riots'. When imag-
ing death Warhol untlpically seiected semi-indecipherable

and indistinct images, rendered more il1egib1e through
multiple overlapping silkscreens. These markedly conilast
with the solid, unambiguous outlines of the 'Campbell's

Soup Cans', the portraits and almost all the rest of his art.

Did the subject of death for Warhol instinctively call for the
Gothic undermining of the figure/ground distinctionl

In this 1ight, it is signficant that, unlike'the uncanny'or
'the abject', Gothic has spawned its own subculture. What is
it about Gothic that renders its admirers so keen to escape

fu1ly into its world - to dress Gothic, fuck Gothic, decorate

Gothic, live Gothicl This bizane, all-engrossing quality of
Gothic is by no means new; Pugin reputedly sported a

monk's hair shirt at home to experience the selfflagellating
medieval sprit, and Bela Lugosi whole-heartedly embraced

his Dracula character by wearing his distinctive black cape

round Hollyrvood and alleged1y sleeping in a coffin. per-

haps Gothic's life-consuming allure, this immersion, also

has to do with this overlap between foreground and back-

ground, object and landscape, narrative and reality. In this
sense Banlc Violette's as yet untitled (TiSnr horse), zoo8,
is good Gothic, wherein the haze and the oneric horse pro-
jected upon it combine into a single transparent spectade.

Or consider Hans Op de Beeck's figure Eric, 2oo7, a

produce their arxiety-provoking art.

I would claim that Louise Bourgeois re'presents an
emblematic modern Gothic artist, particularly in her iate
work. As is well known, in r98z she published an i1lus-

trated text titled 'Child Abuse' in Artforum, a fragmented
account ofher distant and unhappy childhood centring
on an overbearing father, the treacherously seductive
English tutor Sadie and the disturbingly tolerant mother.
Bourgeois' story was accompanied by shadowy images:
Fillette,which hangs like a discovered suicide on a dark
and mysterious staircase; the large, ominous family
home at Choisy, which is pictured at a distance behind
massive iron gates, like Norman Bates'house on the hill
or a B-movie haunted mansion. Her autobiography is
to1d, in effect, as a Gothic ta1e, complete with an evil
patriarch and a young female innocent (Bourgeois)
forced to endure the family secrets around her. The
Cells, ry86-zooo, that followed these revelations are
claustrophobic installations exhibited in semidarkness
and filled with loaded objects from the artist's past - like
empty horror film sets occupied by the ghost of a young
Bourgeois, eflectively recast as Gothic Victim/heroine.

One particularly respected definitron ofliterary Gothic -
which goes beyond stock Gothic features to get at the core

sensations and effects of Gothic - was put forwardin ry92
by theorist Chris Baldick: '[he Got}ic] should combiie a

fearfirl sense of inheritance in hme wrth a claustrophobic
sense of enclosure in space, these two dimensions rein-
forcing one another to produce a sickening descent into
disintegration.' Consider in this light Bourgeois' passage

Dangereux, 1997 - all levitating chairs and prosthetic fomi
cations - or Precious Liquids, ry92. a kind ol Franlenstein
laboratory ofbubbling body fluids presided over by a domi-
neering, gigantic male ghost. These both conespord to the
Gothic's claimed reliance on history, claustrophobia and a

disturbing disintegration for their effect. Mth our knowl-
edge ofthe artist's biography now relentlessly rehearsed in
museum wa1l texts and the nostalgic family pictures
inevitably accompanying any presentation of her work,
there is the suggestion of a living history and the
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HansopdeBeeck I Frankenstein creature-1ike figure wrth prosthetic limbs,
Ericzool I sculpted in pure white Plexiglas and disappearing in the

whiteness of the white cube

centres on determining who has to pay the debt - and ln

what currency. (|odey Castriciano, zooo) Contemporary

painters seem to sense in the first person this indebted-

ness to painting's history, and pay the debt by spilling

more paint, like more blood, on more canvas.

For theorist fudith Halberstam all Gothic monstrosity

is ultimately read on the skin - from the Frankenstein

creature's loose-fitting yellow complexion, to the pallor of

,Dracu1a, to the darkening visage of Mr Hyde, to Leather-

face in Texqs Cha'insaw Massacre, 1974, to the suit of

women's flesh that BufIalo Bill is stitching together in Tfu

Silence of the Lambs, t99o. Consider how many artists use

skin to speak of such typicah Gothic themes as the thin

banier between life and death (Hirst's dissections), class

difference (Santiago Sierra's z5ocrn Line Tattooed on Six

Paid People, 1999), the pains of female experience (Gina

Pane's ielf-Portraix, r97l.ln Crawl, Space, ry95, Jane &'

Louise Wilson re-enact the words of desperation which

emerge like a scar on Linda Blair's stomach in The Exorast,

r93, while in the'Morgue' series, r99z-, Andres Senano

photographically enhances the waxy quality of the shn to

underline its deathliness. And recall Richard Avedon's

1969 portrait of Warhol a year after the shooting, revealing

his scarred torso beneath another kind ofurban skin, a

\lack leather jacket. Warhol, like Bram Stoker's vampire,

w&unnaflrrah pale, hailed from some mysterious comer

of eastern Europe, and was surrounded by strange and

beautrful women with whom he had some intimate yet

non-sexual bond. And the 6rz coffinlike Time Capsules

that Warhol 1eft behind - and which exhibition viewers will

endure for a long time t0 come - ensure his status as a

chronically undead artist.

The most notorious visual signal of Gothic is the skull,

the head without skin, a Goth and heary metal favourite'

The skull is a curious anomaly in this history as it does not

derive from literature but from art history itself: the vanitas

and the medieval Dance of Death. The skull has become

an ai1-purpose signifier meaning death and taboo, often in

anaemic images that do not actually elaborate on modem

fears and anxieties. The sku11 image regulariy lapses into

what theorist Fred Botting has described as 'Candygothic':

unstable if recognisable 'Gothic' tnggers which play to a

niche audience and a corresponding market for 'Gothic

consumables, what I call'Gothick' - the prefened spellinp

during Walpole's time for its medieval flavour, but which l

take to mean'dumb Gothic'. As the term'Gothic'enters -

with some suspicion - into contemporary art parlance,

distinguish between Gothick and Gothic, an art which -

like the best of Gothic film and literature - k genuinel'

destabilising in its dark depiction of the modem humar

condition. A work such as David Hammons' In the Hooa

1993, the empty, slashed top of a 'hoodie' which, casuall

using the Gothic language of shadows and ghostly pres

encei, dramatises untold stories ofiynchings, racial biase

and the prospect ofyouthful death, is a great example c

late zoth-century Gothic. Whether it would fit into th

many recent 'Gothic' exhibitions we have seen - or int

my hastily cobbled book proposal - is another question' 4

crLDA wtLLtAMs is a lecturer at Goldsmiths, London an

adhor of The Gorhic,MlT lWhitechapei, zooT'
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Another process ofthe Gothic which finds correspon-

dence in contemporary art thinking is the undead: the

perpetual Gothic theme,literally and symbo1ica11y, from

Trinkenstein Io Dracula, Jane Eyre, Rebecca, Psycho and

more. The great undead in post-r96os art has got.to be

painting, that indestructible phantom. We have all wit-

nessed painting die time and time again - we've watched

it be stabbed (Fontana), bumed (Po1ke), shot at (De Saint

Phalle), hammered (Uecker, Ono), buried, drowned,

crushed - and still it resurfaces, unstoppable and

renewed. It behaves like serial killer Mike Myers in Hal-

loween, t978, whom we see stabbed three times (with a

knitting needle, a coat-hanger and a kitchen knife), lethal-

ly shotiix times and falling fiom a second-storey window

- yet risrng again and again, refusing to die' Painting, in

this scenario, becomes a kind of monster, like )onathan

Meese's painterly concoctions, pieced together Franken-

steinlike from any variety ofmaterials, styles and palettes'

The Gothic undead, by the way, diflers from Derrida's

hauntological ghost. The Gothic ghost is not, like

Marxism, a good ghost whom we hope will stick

around. Ghosti in Gothic tales are dist"rbins' rtnwanted

pres.ncps who return fdr a spectt,., urrcn vlndlcuve

puryose provoked by a debt left unpaid. The plot usually
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